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Maximal Sets of Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares II 
ANTHONY B. EVANS 
One problem of interest in the study of Latin squares is that of determining parameter pairs 
(n, r) for which there exists a maximal set of r mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order n. In 
this paper we prove the existence of maximal sets of (p -  3)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of order p, p/> 7 a prime congruent to 3 modulo 4, and of maximal sets of (p - 1)/2 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order p, p > 7 a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. 
A Latin square of order n is an n × n matrix with entries from a symbol set of order 
n, such that each symbol appears exactly once in each row and column. Two Latin 
squares, on the same symbol sets, are said to be orthogonal if upon superimposing the 
squares each ordered pair of symbols appears exactly once. A set of pairwise 
orthogonal Latin squares is called a mutually orthogonal set of Latin squares. We shall 
say that a set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares is maximal if there exists no Latin 
square orthogonal to each square of the set. For more information on maximal sets of 
mutually orthogonal Latin squares se.e [1, ch. X]. In this paper we will construct 
maximal sets of (p - 3)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin squaraes of order p, p/> 7 a prime 
congruent o 3 modulo 4, and maximal sets of (p -  1)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of order p, p > 7 a prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. 
In constructing these maximal sets we shall use orthomorphisms of cyclic groups of 
prime order, which we shall think of as additive groups of finite fields. An 
orthomorphism of an abelian group G is a bijection 0: G---~ G, fixing 0, for which the 
mapping x---~ O(x) -x  is also a bijection. Two orthomorphisms 0 and q~ of G are 
adjacent if the mapping x--~ O(x)-dp(x) is a bijection. Thus the orthomorphisms 
of G form a graph, which we denote Orth(G) and call the orthomorphism graph of 
G. An r-clique of Orth(G) is a set of r mutually adjacent orthomorphisms of G and a 
maximal r-clique of Orth(G) is an r-clique that cannot be extended to a larger clique. 
An r-clique of Orth(G), IGI = n, can be used to construct a set of r + 1 mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of order n. Specifically, let G= {g l , - - - ,gn}  and let 
01 . . . .  , Or be an r-clique of Orth(G). Define n x n matrices Lo , . . .  , Lr as follows. 
The ijth entry of L0 is gi + gj and the ijth entry of Lk is gi + Ok(gj). Then Lo . . . .  , Z r is 
a mutually orthogonal set of Latin squares of order n. This construction yields a 
maximal set of mutually orthogonal Latin squares whenever the clique used is 
maximal. 
LEMMA 1. If there exists a maximal (r - 1)-clique of the orthomorphism graph of a 
group of order n, then there exists a maximal set of r mutually orthogonal Latin squares 
of order n. 
PROOF. This is proved implicitly in [10]. [] 
We will use two classes of orthomorphisms in our constructions, linear orthomorph- 
isms and quadratic orthomorphisms. A Linear orthomorphism of GF(p)  ÷ is an 
orthomorphism of the form x---~Ax. We shall use the symbol [A] to denote this 
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orthomorphism, and ~I(P) to denote the set of linear orthomorphisms. Clearly, 
c~l(p)={[A]:A--/:O, 1}. The linear orthomorphisms form a (p-2)-c l ique of the 
orthomorphism graph of GF(p) +. A quadratic orthomorphism of GF(p) ÷ is an 
orthomorphism of the form x ~ Ax if x is a square, Bx if x is a non-square. We shall 
use the symbol [A, B] to denote this orthomorphism, and ~2(P) to denote the set of 
quadratic orthomorphisms. Note that qCl(p) ~_ c¢2(p). 
If 0 is an orthomorphism of an abelian group G and g c G then define, Tg[0]: G---~ G 
by Tg[O](x) = O(x + g) - O(g). Tg is an automorphism of Orth(G) that we will call a 
translation. The linear orthomorphisms of GF(p) ÷ are the only orthomorphisms fixed 
by all possible translations. 
The following lemma contains ome basic results on quadratic orthomorphisms. 
LEMMA 2. (a) [A, B]/s an orthomorphism of GF(p) + iff both AB and (A - 1)(B - 
1) are non-zero squares. 
(b) I f  [A, B] and [C, D] ~ %(p)  then [A, B] is adjacent o [C, D] iff (A - C)(B - D) is 
a non-zero square. In particular, [A, B] is adjacent o the linear orthomorphism [C] iff 
(A - C)(B - C) is a non-zero square. 
(c) There are (p - 3)(p - 5)/4 non-linear quadratic orthomorphisms of GF(p) ÷. 
(d) I f  p >! 7 then any non-linear quadratic orthomorphism of GF(p) + is adjacent to 
exactly (p - 7)/2 linear orthomorphisms. 
(e) I f  0 and ¢p are two non-linear quadratic orthomorphisms of GF(p) + and 
g, h ~ GF(p) then Tg[O] is adjacent o Th[dp] only if g =h. 
PROOF. The proofs of (a), (b) and (c) can be found in [3] and [9]. The proof of (d) 
is in [3], and the proof of (e) is in [5]. [] 
To prove the maximality of the cliques of orthomorphisms that we will construct we 
will need to use permutation polynomials. It is well known that any function 
f:  GF(p)---~ GF(p) can be represented by a polynomial over GF(p) of degree at most 
p - 1. A permutation polynomial of GF(p) is a polynomial over GF(p) that represents 
a permutation of the elements of GF(p). An orthomorphism polynomial of GF(p) is a 
polynomial over GF(p) that represents an orthomorphism of GF(p) ÷. Thus f (x )  is an 
orthomorphism polynomial of GF(p) iff f (0 )=0 and f (x )  and f (x ) -x  are both 
permutation polynomials of GF(p). Furthermore, if f (x )  and h(x) are orthomorphism 
polynomials of GF(p) then the corresponding orthomorphisms are adjacent iff 
f (x ) -  h(x) is a permutation polynomial of GF(p). Note that linear orthomorphisms 
are represented by orthomorphism polynomials of the form ax, and quadratic 
orthomorphisms are represented by orthomorphism polynomials of the form 
ax~P+l)/2+ bx. We will make use of the following characterization of permutation 
polynomials. 
LEMMA 3 (Hermite's criterion). Let f (x )  be a polynomial over GF(p), p a prime. 
Then f (x )  is a permutation polynomial of GF(p) iff the coefficient of x p-1 in the 
reduction o f f (x )  t modulo x p - x is zero for t = 1, . . . , p - 2 and I for t = p - 1. 
Paoov. See [8, p. 349, Thm 7.4]. [] 
One consequence of Hermite's criterion is that the degree of a non-linear 
permutation polynomial cannot divide p - 1, and so in particular cannot equal 2. 
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THEOREM 1. Let p >>- 7 be a prime. (a) f f  p -= 3 modulo 4 then there exists a maximal  
set o f  (p - 3)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares o f  order p. 
(b) f f  p =- 1 modulo 4 then there exists a maximal  set o f  (p - 1)/2 mutually orthogonal 
Latin squares o f  order p. 
PROOF. Let m = (p - 7)/2 and let [A, B] e ~gz(P) - ~I(P)- By Lemma 2(d), [A, B] 
is adjacent to precisely m elements of eta(p). Label these elements [Ca] . . . .  , [Cm]. 
Now [.4, B] and [B, A] are both adjacent o [Ca] . . . . .  [Cm] and [A, B] is adjacent o 
[B, AI iff p--=l modulo 4. Thus from [A, B], [C1] . . . .  , [Cm] we can construct 
m + 2 = (p - 3)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order p, and if p ~ 1 modulo 4 
then we can extend this set using [B, A] to a set of (p - 1)/2 mutually orthogonal Latin 
squares of order p. We will prove these sets of mutually orthogonal Latin squares to be 
maximal by proving the maximality of the corresponding cliques of orthomorphisms. 
The orthomorphism [Ci] is represented by the orthomorphism polynomial Cix, the 
orthomorphism [A, B] by the orthomorphism polynomial 
(A - B)x(p+l), 2-~ (A + B)  
- -  X,  
2 2 
and the orthomorphism [B, A] by the orthomorphism polynomial 
(B - A) (U + A) 
X (p+1)/2 -~ - - X .  
2 2 
First we will prove that the only orthomorphisms that can be adjacent to 
[Ca] , . . . ,  [C,,] are linear orthomorphisms, quadratic orthomorphisms and their 
translates. Let f (x )  = al, lx + a2,ax 2 + • • • + ap-a.1Xp-1 be an orthomorphism polyno- 
mial adjacent o Clx , . .  • , Crux. Thus f (x )  - yx  is a permutation polynomial of GF(p)  
fo ry  =0,  1, Ca , . . . ,  Cm. 
Let f (x)t=~aLtx +az,tx2 + . . .  -4-ap_a,tX p-1 modulo  xP-x .  Then, for t <p-1 ,  the 
coefficient of x e-a in the reduction of ( f (x )  - yx)  ~ modulo x p - x is 
i~=i ( -1) i (1)ap- l - i , t - iY i -  
By Lemma 3 this coefficient must be congruent o 0 modulo y(y  - 1)(y - Ca) • • " (y - 
C,,) and so ap-a-i,~-e = 0 for 0 ~< i ~< t - 1 < m + 2 = (p - 3)/2. This can be rewritten as 
follows, by setting k = t - i. 
(*) a(p-a)- i .k=0 fo r i l>0 ,  k1>l  and k+i~<(p-3) /2 .  
By setting k = 1 in (*) we find that ap-a,1 =ap-2,1 . . . . .  a(p+3)/2, a=0.  There are 
now two cases to consider. 
Case 1. afp+l)/2.~ "/= O. We may assume that a(p_l)/2,1 =-O, as this will certainly be 
true for some translate o f f (x ) .  Suppose that a,,1 4:0 for some n < (p -1 ) /2  and that 
a,,1 = 0 whenever n <n '  ~< (p - 1)/2. 
Considering f (x )  2, one sees that a,,l = an+(p+l)/2.2/2a(p+l)/2,a. But this must be zero if 
n + (p + 1)/2 >~p - 1 + 2 - (p - 3)/2, i.e. if n >I 2. Thus n = 1 and f (x )  represents a
quadratic orthomorphism or a translate of a quadratic orthomorphism. 
Case 2. a(p+o/2.1=0. Suppose that a , .a¢0  for some n<(p+l ) /2  and that 
an, 1 = 0 whenever n < n'  ~< (p + 1)/2. Assume n 4: 1. Now n cannot divide p - 1 and so 
p - 1 = qn + r, 1 <- r < n. Thus aqn.q : (an, l) q =/= O. Therefore, by (*), (p - 1) - qn + 
q/>(p-1) /2  and so qn+r-qn+q>~(qn+r) /2  or n~<2+r /q<2+(n-1) /2 ,  as 
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q ~> 2 and r ~< n - 1 and we cannot have both q = 2 and r = n - 1 (this would imply that 
p =3n) ,  and so n <3,  a contradiction. Thus n = 1 and f (x )  represents a linear 
orthomorphism. 
We have thus shown that any orthomorphism adjacent o [C1] . . . .  , [Cm] must be 
either a linear orthomorphism, a quadratic orthomorphism or a translate of a quadratic 
orthomorphism. Furthermore, Lemma 2(e) implies that we may, without loss of 
generality, restrict ourselves to linear and quadratic orthomorphisms only. 
To complete the proof we need to show that only two non-linear quadratic 
orthomorphisms can be adjacent o [C1], • . . , [Cm]. Suppose that f (x )  = ax ~p+1)/2 + bx 
and f ' (x )  -- a'x (p+ll/z + b'x are both non-linear quadratic orthomorphisms adjacent o 
[C1] , . . . ,  [Cm]. The coefficients of x p-1 in the reductions of ( f (x ) -yx)  ~p-1)/2 and 
( f ' (x ) -  yx) ~p-llI2 modulo x p -x  are both polynomials in y of degree m + 2, and so 
must be constant multiples of each other, as each is congruent to 0 modulo 
y(y -  1) (y -  C1) ' "  (y -  Cm). 
The coefficients of x p-1 in the reduction of ( f (x ) - -yx )  (p-1)/2 and ( f ' (x ) - -yx )  (p-l)/2 
modulo x p -x  are 
((p -1 ) /2 ) (b  - y)~P-3)/2a + ( (P  31) /2 ) (b  - y)~p-7~/2a3 + terms in yk, k < (p - 7)/2 
and 
( (p -1 ) /2 ) (b ' -y ) (p -3 ) /2a '+( (P31) /2 ) (b ' -y ) (p -V) /2a '3+ te rms iny  k, 
k < (p - 7)/2 
respectively. Comparing coefficients we see that a'---ola, a 'b '= olab, for some tr, 
which implies that b '= b. Furthermore, a'b'2= olab 2, and so  a '3--- o~a 3. Thus oc = +1 
and so a '= +a. Thus the only orthomorphisms adjacent o [C1] , . . . ,  [Cm] are the 
quadratic orthomorphisms f (x )  = ax ~p+I)/2 + bx and f ' (x )  = -ax  ~p+l~/2 + bx, their tran- 
slates and linear orthomorphisms. Hence the result. [] 
As examples Theorem 1 establishes the existence of maximal sets of r mutually 
orthogonal Latin squares of order n for (n, r) = (7, 2), (11, 4), (13, 6), (17, 8), (19, 8), 
(23, 10) and (29, 14). Of these only the first two pairs are already known, the second 
pair being found through a computer search (see [7]). 
Some consequences of the proof of Theorem 1 follow. The first corollary is a special 
case of a result of Carlitz [2]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let f be a permutation polynomial of GF(p)  for which ( f (a ) -  
f (b) ) / (a  - b) is a non-zero square for all a, b, a 4= b. Then f (x )  = cx + d, c a non-zero 
square. 
PROOF. Define f ' (x )=f (x ) - f (0 ) .  Let e be a non-square and define a polynomial 
h(x) by h(x)= ef'(x). Then h(x) is an orthomorphism polynomial and is adjacent o 
[.4] for all squares A. Thus h(x) is adjacent o (p - 5)/2 linear orthomorphisms. In the 
proof of Theorem 1 we established that only linear orthomorphisms or quadratic 
orthomorphisms and their translates can be adjacent to (p -7 ) /2  or more linear 
orthomorphisms. Furthermore, by Lemma 2(d), non-linear quadratic orthomorphisms 
and their translates are adjacent o precisely (p -  7)/2 linear orthomorphisms. Thus 
h(x) must be linear. Hence f (x )  = cx + d, and c must obviously be a non-zero square. 
[] 
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Given a (p - 2)-clique 0~ . . . .  , 0e_2 of the orthomorphism graph of GF(p)  ÷ we can 
construct an affine plane of order p as follows. The points of the plane are ordered 
pairs of elements of GF(p)  and the lines are given by the equations x = a, y = c, 
y = x + b, and y = O~(x) + b, i - 1 , . . . ,  p - 2. The plane constructed from qCl(P) is the 
desarguesian plane of order p, and it was shown in [7] that should Orth(GF(p)  ÷) 
contain any other (p -  2)-clique then a non-desarguesian ffine (equivalently projec- 
tive) plane of order p would exist. Mendelsohn and Wolk [9] conjectured that q~2(P) 
contained only one (p - 2)-clique, ~1(P)- They proved their conjecture for p = 13 and 
17 using a computer. Their conjecture was proved in [4]. It turns out that this is an 
immediate consequence of Carlitz' result. 
COROLLARY 2. The only (p - 2)-clique in qg2(P) is qCl(P)- 
PROOF. Let [A1, B1] , - . . ,  lap-2,  Bp-z] be a (p -2 ) -c l ique  in qC2(P)- Define 
f :  GF(p)---~ GF(p)  by f(0)  = 0, f (1)  = 1 andf (A i )  = Bi for all i. By Lemma 2, f satisfies 
the conditions of Corollary 1 and so  m i = B i for all i. [] 
We might try to extend these results using orthomorphisms of GF(q) ÷, q a prime 
power. However, for the smallest such case, q = 9, the constructions used in Theorem 
1 do not yield maximal cliques. 
To see this, let GF(9) = (a + bi: a, b c GF(3), i 2 + l = 0). GF(9) ÷ has six non-linear 
quadratic orthomorphisms: [i, 2i], [2i, i], [1 + i, 1 + 2i], [1 + 2i, 1 + i], [2 + i, 2 + 2i] 
and [2 + 2i, 2 + i]. Each of these is adjacent o the linear orthomorphism [2] as well as 
to each other. From this 7-clique we can construct he dual translation plane of order 9. 
Another possible way to extend these results is suggested by the results in [6]. Let G 
be an abelian group of order n and let D = (dq} be an r × An-matrix with entries from 
G. Then we call D an (n, r; A, G)-difference matrix if for each i, j, i v~j, the sequence 
{djk -- dq; k = 1 . . . .  , An } contains each element of G exactly A times. D is a maximal 
difference matrix if there exists no (n , r+ l ;A ,  G)-difference matrix D '={d[ j}  
t satisfying dq = dq for i = 1 , . . . ,  r and j = 1 . . . .  , An. For D an r × n matrix, we shall 
use mD to denote the r ×mn matrix (D • • • D),  consisting of m consecutive copies of 
D. Thus if D is an (n, r; A, G)-difference matrix then rnD will be an (n, r; mA, G)- 
difference matrix. 
In [6] it was proved that if D is an (n, r; 1, G)-difference matrix for which mD is 
maximal, and if there exist r - 1 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order rn then 
there exists a maximal set of r -  1 mutually orthogonal Latin squares of order nm. 
From a maximal r-cliqu e 0~ . . . .  , Or of Orth(GF(p)  ÷) we can construct a maximal 
(n, r + 2; 1, G)-difference matrix by setting the i]th entry equal to 0 if i = 0, j - 1 if 
i= land  Oi_2( j -1 )  for i=  3, . . . , r + 2. 
In the light of this result it is natural to ask the following question: If D is a maximal 
different matrix over GF(p)  ÷ constructed from one of the maximal cliques of 
orthomorphisms u ed in Theorem 1, for what values of m is mD maximal? It is easily 
established that pD and 2D are not maximal, and so mD can only be maximal if m is 
odd and less than p. An open problem remains: Is this necessary condition also 
sufficient? 
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